Mitochondrial Syndromes with Leukoencephalopathies
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Abstract

White matter involvement has recently been recognized as a common feature in patients with multisystem mitochondrial disorders that may be caused by molecular defects in either the mitochondrial genome or the nuclear genes. It was first realized in classical mitochondrial syndromes associated with mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) mutations, such as mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS), Leigh’s disease, and Kearns-Sayre’s syndrome. Deficiencies in respiratory chain complexes I, II, IV, and V often cause Leigh’s disease; most of them are due to nuclear defects that may lead to severe early-onset leukoencephalopathies. Defects in a group of nuclear genes involved in the maintenance of mtDNA integrity may also affect the white matter; for example, mitochondrial neurogastrointestinal encephalomyopathy (MNGIE) caused by thymidine phosphorylase deficiency, Navajo neurohepatopathy (NNH) due to MPV17 mutations, and Alpers syndrome due to defects in DNA polymerase gamma (POLG). More recently, leukoencephalopathy with brainstem and spinal cord involvement and lactate elevation (LBSL) has been reported to be caused by autosomal recessive mutations in a mitochondrial aspartyl-tRNA synthetase, DARS2 gene. A patient with leukoencephalopathy and neurologic complications in addition to a multisystem involvement warrants a complete evaluation for mitochondrial disorders. A definite diagnosis may be achieved by molecular analysis of candidate genes based on the biochemical, clinical, and imaging results.
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Background

Mitochondria are cellular power plants that carry out oxidation of the fuel source, carbohydrates and fatty acids, via tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle and fatty acid oxidation, to form NADH and FADH2, which in turn reduce the oxygen molecules by way of respiration through the electron transport chain, and finally generate the ATP energy molecules. Mitochondrial dysfunction results in energy deficiency that affects preferentially the high-energy demand tissues, such as brain and muscle. Because every cell contains hundreds to thousands of mitochondria, and the oxidative energy metabolism is an essential cellular activity, the disease can potentially affect any organ or tissue of an individual at any age with any kind of clinical features. 1

Mitochondria are cellular organelles made up of gene products encoded by the two genomes, mitochondrial and nuclear. The human mitochondrial genome is a tiny, circular, double-stranded, 16.6 kb DNA encoding 13 protein subunits of the respiratory chain complexes, as well as 2 ribosomal RNAs and 22 tRNAs essential for mitochondrial protein synthesis. 1 More than 99% of the mitochondrial proteins are encoded by the nuclear genome. Mitochondrial biogenesis, respiratory chain complex assembly, mtDNA replication, transcription, and mitochondrial protein biosynthesis all require nuclear DNA-encoded factors. 2–4 Accordingly, mitochondrial disorders are a complex dual genome disease that can be caused by molecular defects in both nuclear and mitochondrial genomes with the nuclear gene defects as the major cause.
Historically, inherited leukoencephalopathies in children have mostly been attributed to lysosomal storage disorders or peroxisomal diseases. However, in recent years, white matter involvement has been increasingly recognized as a common feature in patients with mitochondrial disorders. Because the brain is a tissue of high energy demand, mitochondrial dysfunction plays an important role in the etiology of encephalopathy.

As mitochondrial respiratory chain deficiency is a multisystem disorder, the occurrence of white matter abnormalities has not been systematically evaluated. Bilateral symmetric abnormalities in basal ganglia and brainstem are usually the common magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) features in children with mitochondrial encephalopathies. A review of 110 children with mitochondrial disorders identified eight patients (7.3%) with MRI consistent with a leukoencephalopathy. However, the diagnosis of mitochondrial disorders in this cohort of patients was not confirmed by molecular findings of causative mutations. A recent study of 30 patients with complex I deficiency and confirmed molecular defects in mtDNA (20 patients) or nuclear genes encoding complex I (nDNA, 10 patients) revealed that 5 of the 10 patients carrying nDNA mutations in complex I subunits exhibited leukoencephalopathy, while stroke-like lesions were observed in 8 out of 19 carrying mtDNA mutations and in none of the patients with nDNA mutations. Thus, the incidence of leukoencephalopathies in patients with mitochondrial disorders and carrying mutations in the nuclear encoded genes in this cohort is ~50%. Of course, this incidence may vary with the age of the patients at the time of ascertainment. The prevalence of common mtDNA mutations in the general population has been estimated to be at least 1 in 5000. A recent study of mtDNA common mutations in newborns and their mothers suggested the possibility of a much higher rate.

The major function of mitochondria is to produce energy to support various cellular activities. Therefore, the biochemical cause of encephalopathy is energy deficiency. The molecular etiology, however, is very heterogeneous. The disease may be caused by molecular defects in any of the ~1,500 mitochondrial targeting genes. The mode of inheritance may be autosomal recessive, autosomal dominant, X-linked, or maternal. Mitochondrial disorders often have multisystem involvement. Encephalopathy is one of the more prevalent clinical features of the disorder. Leukoencephalopathy was first investigated in patients with molecular defects in the mitochondrial genome, including mtDNA point mutations and large deletions. With the recent discovery of nuclear genes responsible for mitochondrial respiratory chain defects, studies of Leigh’s disease with white matter involvement caused by nuclear genes encoding complex subunits and assembly factors have been reported. In addition, leukoencephalopathies in mitochondrial syndromes caused by defects in a group of nuclear genes involving the maintenance of mtDNA integrity, such as DNA polymerase gamma (POLG), thymidine phosphorylase (TYMP), and MPV17 have also been reported. More recently, mutations in mitochondrial aspartyl-tRNA synthase have been found to be associated with leukoencephalopathy with brainstem and spinal cord involvement and lactate elevation (LBSL). Clinical and MRI features of representative cases in these categories are described below.

**Clinical and MRI Features**

White matter abnormalities may be characteristic depending on the molecular etiology of the mitochondrial disorder. In general, lesions caused by mtDNA point mutations predominantly affect deep gray matter with minor peripheral white matter involvement. Diffuse supratentorial, most likely necrotizing leukencephalopathies, involving the deep lobar white matter are more frequently observed in patients with Leigh’s disease caused by mutations in nuclear genes encoding complex I or IV subunits and assembly factors.

**Mitochondrial Leukoencephalopathy Caused By Mutations in mtDNA**

**Mitochondrial Encephalomyopathy with Lactic Acidosis and Stroke-Like Episodes**

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy with lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes (MELAS) is the most common maternally inherited multisystem disorder. The clinical spectrum is broad and may overlap with other syndromes. MELAS patients often have short stature and major symptoms, including generalized tonic-clonic seizures, recurrent migraine headaches, muscle weakness or exercise intolerance, and sensorineural hearing loss. Lactic acidosis and stroke-like episodes with hemiparesis and/or cortical blindness are the hallmarks. Early development is usually unremarkable. Clinical manifestations may occur during childhood or early adulthood. The molecular defects occur at the mtDNA mutation hot spot, tRNA<sup>Leu(UUR)</sup> gene. The m.3243A > G mutation accounts for ~80% of MELAS (http://www.mitomap.org). Mutations in other tRNA and mRNA genes causing MELAS have also been observed. Mitochondrial proliferation revealed by electron microscopy as enlarged or increased number of mitochondria is characteristic of tRNA mutations in mtDNA. Ragged red fibers in muscle biopsy are common in older patients, but usually are not obvious in young children. Brain MRI shows infarct-like lesions predominantly affecting the occipital cortex that usually do not conform to large vascular territories. Small nonspecific periventricular white matter abnormalities may occur. However, diffuse symmetric posterior leukencephalopathy lacking stroke-like lesions is very rare.

**Myoclonic Epilepsy with Ragged Red Fibers**

Myoclonic epilepsy with ragged red fibers (MERRF), a multisystem mitochondrial disorder, is characterized by myoclonus, generalized seizures, cerebellar ataxia, mental deterioration, muscle weakness, and sensorineural hearing loss. Cardiomyopathy may occur. Early development is usually normal. Variable onset and clinical severity are seen in children and adults. The m.8344A > G mutation in the mtDNA tRNA<sup>Lys</sup> gene accounts for ~80% of the molecular defects of the reported MERRF patients. Neuroradiologic findings of MERRF patients have rarely been described.
From the few early reports, the MRI findings include cerebral atrophy, cerebral white matter T2 hyperintensities, striatal T2 hyperintensities, pallidal atrophy, and cerebellar atrophy. Recent studies of three patients also showed brainstem and cerebellar abnormalities.\textsuperscript{20} Recently, cavitating leukoencephalopathy was reported in a child carrying the m.8344A $\Rightarrow$ G mutation.\textsuperscript{21}

Leber’s Hereditary Optic Neuropathy
Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy (LHON) is characterized by the acute or subacute onset of bilateral optic neuropathy during the second or third decade of life. The causative mutations are missense mutations in mitochondrial encoded complex I subunits. The most common mutations are m.11778G $\Rightarrow$ A, m.3460G $\Rightarrow$ A, and m.14484T $\Rightarrow$ C. Although neurologic symptoms other than the optic nerve are rare, periventricular white matter involvement associated with LHON has been reported.\textsuperscript{22–25} Furthermore, atypical presentation of Leigh’s disease associated with LHON has also been described.\textsuperscript{26}

Leigh’s Syndrome
Leigh’s syndrome is a multisystem neurodegenerative disorder, characterized by necrotizing encephalomyelopathy. Patients usually have infantile onset and early death. Episodes of decompensation, particularly associated with viral infections, result in developmental regression, hypotonia, spasticity, movement disorders, and ataxia. Cardiomyopathy may occur. The disease is caused by deficiencies in mitochondrial respiratory energy metabolism. Therefore, mutations in mtDNA and nuclear genes involving all five respiratory chain complexes potentially can cause Leigh’s syndrome. The most common mutations in the mtDNA causing Leigh’s syndrome are m.8993T $\Rightarrow$ G and T $\Rightarrow$ C in the ATP synthase subunit, ATPase 6, of complex V.\textsuperscript{27} White matter involvement in Leigh’s disease has also been reported to be associated with m.9176T $\Rightarrow$ G, m.13513G $\Rightarrow$ A,\textsuperscript{28} m.14459G $\Rightarrow$ A,\textsuperscript{29} and m.14724G $\Rightarrow$ A.\textsuperscript{30} The majority of Leigh’s syndrome cases are due to isolated complex I or IV deficiencies caused by nuclear gene encoded complex subunits or complex assembly factors (discussed below).

Kearns-Sayre’s syndrome
Kearns-Sayre’s (KSS) syndrome is diagnosed by the triad of (a) onset of a neurodegenerative disorder before the age of 20, (b) pigmentary retinopathy that may lead to vision loss, and (c) ophthalmoplegia and/or ptosis, with one of the following: cardiac conduction defect, cerebellar dysfunction, or elevated cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) protein (>100 mg/dL). This multisystem disorder is caused by heteroplasmic large deletions of the mtDNA. White matter abnormalities were first described in 1979\textsuperscript{32} by computed tomography (CT), and it was later shown by others\textsuperscript{33} that diffuse spongiform degeneration of the white matter in the cerebrum, brainstem, and cerebellum were due to splitting of myelin lamellae. Leukoencephalopathy in KSS has also been demonstrated by MRI that showed bilateral high-signal lesions in subcortical white matter, thalamus, and brainstem. The white matter lesions may extend into the deep cerebral white matter and also affect the cerebellum.\textsuperscript{6}

Mitochondrial Leukoencephalopathy Caused By Mutations in Nuclear Genes
Leigh’s Syndrome
As mentioned above, Leigh’s syndrome is the result of energy deficiency with a heterogeneous genetic etiology. In addition to the mutations in mtDNA, molecular defects in many nuclear gene encoded proteins involving mitochondrial energy metabolism may also cause Leigh’s syndrome. The most frequent causes are deficiencies in the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHC) and the respiratory chain complexes.

Pyruvate Dehydrogenase Complex
The clinical symptoms of patients with PDHC deficiency vary from severe neonatal lactic acidosis and early death to intermittent ataxia or progressive neurodegenerative disorder with mental retardation and congenital brain malformations.\textsuperscript{34–36} As the most common defects are in the E1$\alpha$ subunit located on the X-chromosome, clinical presentation differs between male and female patients, although both sexes are almost equally affected.\textsuperscript{36} Male patients mainly present with devastaring severe lactic acidosis in the neonatal period, resulting in early death, or with seizures, developmental delay, microencephaly, brain atrophy, and dysgenesis of brain structure, including agenesis of corpus callosum. In general, clinical symptoms of female patients are milder with variable phenotype due to random X-inactivation. Neurologically, seizures, cerebellar ataxia, and spasticity of the extremities are common. MRI findings include abnormal signal intensity of the basal ganglia, cerebellum and cerebral atrophy, and anomaly of the corpus callosum.\textsuperscript{7, 36}

Complex Subunits and Complex Assembly Genes
Isolated deficiencies of respiratory chain complexes result in Leigh’s syndrome and often have white matter involvement. The most common defects are in complex I. White matter involvement has been described in numerous patients with Leigh’s syndrome and isolated complex I deficiency due to mutations in complex subunits or assembly genes. MRI scans reveal severe supratentorial white matter changes and increased signal of the atrophic cerebellar cortex without significant involvement of basal ganglia or brainstem.\textsuperscript{5, 37, 38} Progressive hypodensity of the basal ganglia and midbrain has been reported.\textsuperscript{39} In addition to white-matter involvement, optic atrophy and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy may be present in some patients.\textsuperscript{39, 40} Severe atrophy of both gray and white matter with demyelination and subventricular cysts have also been reported.\textsuperscript{41} A recent article described progressive cavitating leukoencephalopathy with multiple cysts involving the white matter, corpus callosum, and brainstem, with sparing of subcortical white matter and basal ganglia.\textsuperscript{42}

Patients with complex II deficiency also present with typical Leigh’s syndrome.\textsuperscript{43, 44} Brain MR spectroscopy (MRS) demonstrates prominent lactate and succinate peaks in the white matter and MRI shows severe cerebral and
cerebellar leukodystrophy with or without basal ganglia involvement.\textsuperscript{43, 45} White matter lesions and basal ganglia calcifications have also been observed in two patients with complex III deficiency.\textsuperscript{46, 47} The MRI of one patient showed high signal intensity in the temporoparietal white matter, while the other had dementia caused by subcortical leukodystrophy.

Complex IV deficiency is the second most common isolated complex deficiency causing Leigh’s syndrome. The most common cause of isolated complex IV deficiency is due to the molecular defects in the \textit{SURF1} gene, which is responsible for the assembly of complex IV.\textsuperscript{48} Timothy and Geller in 2009 reported an infant boy with \textit{SURF1} mutation and diffuse periventricular white matter involvement, adding to the growing list of mitochondrial leukoencephalopathy.\textsuperscript{49}

Leukoencephalopathy associated with complex IV deficiency due to nuclear gene defects has not been reported.

\textbf{Genes Involved in the Maintenance of mtDNA Integrity}

A group of nuclear encoded genes responsible for mtDNA synthesis and/or maintenance of mtDNA integrity have recently been reported to cause mtDNA depletion and multiple deletions.\textsuperscript{4} Depending on the defective genes, there are hepatocerebral, myopathic, encephalomyopathic, and neurogastrointestinal encephalomyopathic forms of mtDNA depletion syndromes.\textsuperscript{4} White matter involvement has been described in patients with mutations in at least three genes: thymidine phosphorylase (\textit{TYMP}), POLG, and MPV17.

\textbf{Mitochondrial Neurogastrointestinal Encephalomyopathy}

Mitochondrial neurogastrointestinal encephalomyopathy (MNGIE) was the first reported syndrome that demonstrated the nuclear/mitochondrial cross-talk defect resulting in mtDNA depletion, which is secondary to primary defects in the nuclear gene, \textit{TYMP}.\textsuperscript{13, 14} The age of onset varies from 5 months to 43 years. The most common neurologic symptoms of MNGIE are peripheral neuropathy, ptosis, ophthalmoplegia, and hearing loss. Gastrointestinal dysmotility is the most prominent manifestation with recurrent diarrhea and intestinal pseudoobstruction. White matter involvement is the hallmark of MNGIE. All MNGIE patients who underwent MRI showed diffuse cerebral leukodystrophy. In some patients, the corpus callosum was relatively spared. There are reports of MNGIE-like patients who exhibited neurogastrointestinal encephalomyopathy without leukodystrophy. These are MNGIE-like patients who do not carry \textit{TYMP} mutations, but rather mutations in other nuclear genes, such as \textit{POLG} and \textit{RRM2B}.\textsuperscript{50, 51}

\textbf{Alpers Syndrome and POLG-Related Disorders}

The most common nuclear gene defects that cause mitochondrial disorders are mutations in the \textit{POLG} gene. \textit{POLG} is the only DNA polymerase responsible for mtDNA biogenesis. Defects in \textit{POLG} can cause autosomal dominant or autosomal recessive disorders.\textsuperscript{15} Alpers syndrome (OMIM#203700) is the most common autosomal recessive disease of POLG-related disorders, characterized by intractable seizures, early-onset progressive liver disease, and psychomotor regression.\textsuperscript{52} Kollberg and coworkers described the progressive neurodegenerative disorder in seven Alpers syndrome patients ages 4 months to 11 years.\textsuperscript{53} Brain MRI revealed progressive multifocal lesions predominantly affecting the gray matter of the supratentorial region, especially the parietal or occipital lobes. Lesions in white matter were observed in a couple of patients. Neurologic deterioration may be rapidly progressive as described by Brunetti-Pierri et al,\textsuperscript{54} such that the normal brain MRI of an 8-month old patient showed a marked change in 5 weeks to diffuse cerebral atrophy affecting both gray and white matter.\textsuperscript{54} Progressive prominent white matter involvement has been reported in a 10-year-old girl.\textsuperscript{55} The MRI taken at 3, 7, and 10 months after the disease onset showed striking progressive abnormalities of white matter in both occipital regions of diffuse brain atrophy and extensive abnormal signal in white matter.\textsuperscript{55}

\textit{POLG} mutations also cause multisystem mitochondrial disorders associated with progressive external ophthalmoplegia, ptosis, myopathy, and hearing loss.\textsuperscript{15, 56} Visual symptoms associated with POLG-related disorders have been reported.\textsuperscript{57} The MRI of the patients with visual loss showed volume loss of the optic nerves and chiasm. In addition, mild generalized brain atrophy and subcortical/periventricular white matter signal abnormalities were also observed.\textsuperscript{57}

\textbf{Navajo Neurohepatopathy}

Navajo neurohepatopathy (NNH) is an autosomal recessive multisystem disorder prevalent in the Navajo population of the southwestern United States with an estimated incidence of 1 in 1,600 live births, but is very rare in the general population.\textsuperscript{58} The clinical features of the infantile and childhood forms of NNH are dominated by severe hepatopathy and early death from liver failure.\textsuperscript{59} The classic form of NNH is characterized by moderate liver disease and progressive neuropathy. Leukoencephalopathy with cerebral or cerebellar white matter involvement is present in almost all patients; however, the neurologic symptoms may not have surfaced when patients with the infantile hepatic form die in infancy.\textsuperscript{60} NNH is caused by mutations in the \textit{MPV17} gene encoding a mitochondrial inner membrane protein of unclear function, but its deficiency results in severe mtDNA depletion in the liver.\textsuperscript{61} Diffuse white matter hyperintense lesions involving posterior periventricular, subcortical, and cerebellar regions have been observed.\textsuperscript{59–62}

\textbf{Other Genes Causing mtDNA Depletion Or mtDNA Integrity Maintenance-Associated Encephalopathy}

Mutations in at least 10 genes are known to cause mtDNA depletion or multiple deletion syndromes, and most of these are associated with encephalopathy.\textsuperscript{10} White matter involvement is variable.\textsuperscript{50} In one recent report, leukoencephalopathy was detected prenatally in an infant with congenital lactic acidosis that was suggested by fetal MRI showing periventricular hyperintense lesions.\textsuperscript{63} Deleterious mutations were identified in the \textit{SUCLG1} gene.\textsuperscript{63}
Leukoencephalopathy with Brainstem and Spinal Cord Involvement and Lactate Elevation

Leukoencephalopathy with brainstem and spinal cord involvement and lactate elevation (LBSL) is a recently identified multisystem disease caused by mutations in the DARS2 gene encoding the mitochondrial aspartyl-tRNA synthetase, one of the 20 aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases in mitochondria. The disease has childhood onset with slowly progressive pyramidal, cerebellar, and dorsal column dysfunction. The MRI shows signal abnormalities in the cerebral and cerebellar white matter and specific brainstem and spinal cord tracts. This unique MRI pattern differs from classic and other recently defined leukoencephalopathies and is therefore diagnostic. However, MRI findings may vary during disease course, and precede motor symptoms by several years. Furthermore, the severity of MRI changes do not correlate with the severity of the clinical course, suggesting that although the MRI of LBSL is highly specific and diagnostic it does not necessarily reflect the clinical activity. Although LBSL is typical of patients with DARS2 mutations, lactate levels in the affected white matter are not always elevated.

Diagnosis

Making and confirming the diagnosis of a specific mitochondrial multisystem disorder is a great challenge due to the extreme genetic and clinical heterogeneity. Although there are ~1,500 genes reported that are potentially responsible for mitochondrial disorders, biochemical analyses, neuroradiologic studies, and clinical features may help narrow down the disease to a group of causative genes for further analyses, before reaching the ultimate molecular diagnosis of the disorder.

Biochemical Markers

Blood and CSF Analytes

Elevation of lactate in blood or CSF is an important marker of mitochondrial disease, although not specific. Measurement of lactate/pyruvate ratios, which indirectly reflects the NADH/NAD+ redox status, may be necessary. Pyruvate is another useful marker. The lactate/pyruvate ratio increases if there is a respiratory chain defect. However, if there is a deficiency in pyruvate metabolism, such as pyruvate dehydrogenase complex or pyruvate carboxylase, then plasma or CSF levels of pyruvate will elevate. Elevated plasma alanine is a useful indicator of long-standing pyruvate accumulation. It is important to note that mitochondrial disease patients with predominantly brain manifestations may have elevated levels of CSF lactate or pyruvate without an elevation of blood lactate. Therefore, using MRS to detect elevations of lactate or pyruvate in specific brain regions is a more diagnostic approach. For complex II deficiency, accumulation of succinate is an indicator.

Other biochemical markers include elevated plasma tyrosine, phenylalanine, or methionine suggesting liver disease; abnormal urine organic acids such as 3-methyl glutaric acid or dicarboxylic acids, suggesting mitochondrial dysfunction; or elevation of acylcarnitine, suggesting defects in mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation. These are all indications of multisystem mitochondrial disease association.

Electron Transport Chain Complex Activities

If muscle biopsies are available, the mitochondrial functions including electron transport chain (ETC) activities, ATP synthesis, or oxygen consumption rate can be assessed to support the presence of mitochondrial dysfunction. Skin fibroblast cultures are useful in the detection of isolated complex deficiencies in Leigh's disease if the enzyme activities are expressed in the skin fibroblasts. The results of ETC analyses will indicate which complex is causing the isolated deficiency, or if there is a more generalized complex deficiency suggestive of mtDNA depletion syndrome, tRNA defects, or mitochondrial protein translation defects, hence assisting in narrowing down the number of candidate genes to be analyzed molecularly. Because ETC deficiency may be tissue specific, a normal ETC does not rule out the diagnosis of mitochondrial disorders.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

MRI is a valuable tool in the evaluation of anatomic structures in neurometabolic disorders, such as mitochondrial syndromes. In the previous section, specific MRI features in each mitochondrial syndrome were described. However, MRI findings for mitochondrial disorders may be nongenetic or may change over time. MRS detects the unique proton resonance frequency called chemical shift, from the specific metabolic compound. Therefore, the MRS peaks of lactate, pyruvate, succinate, myoinositol, creatine, and N-acetyl-l-aspartate, which provide rough estimates of the abnormal metabolite concentration in different regions of the brain, can help with the diagnosis.

Clinical Diagnosis

As described above, due to the broad heterogeneity and extensive overlap of clinical features among various multisystem mitochondrial syndromes, based on the affected organs or tissues, clinical diagnosis of mitochondrial disorders may at best classify the disease into categories of recognizable syndromes, such as hepatocerebral, encephalomyopathic, myopathic, Leigh’s, MELAS, PEO, or KSS. A group of candidate genes responsible for the associated symptoms may be indicated. Nevertheless, the ultimate confirmatory diagnosis relies on the identification of causative mutations in the responsible gene.

Indication for Diagnosis of Mitochondrial Disorders and Differentials

Mitochondrial respiratory chain disorders predominantly affect the central nervous system (CNS) and are frequent causes of diffuse leukoencephalopathy. Thorough evaluation for mitochondrial disorders, including blood and CSF biochemical markers, MRS and MRI, is warranted in patients with complex neurologic features and multisystem involvement. Patients with autosomal recessive mutations in nuclear mitochondria are at increased risk for development of certain mitochondrial disorders.
genes usually have a more severe clinical course and present significantly earlier with brain anomalies than patients with mtDNA mutations. Stroke-like lesions are frequent and only observed in patients with mtDNA mutations, but not in patients with PDHC deficiency. Supratentorial stroke-like lesions may also be seen in patients with POLG mutations. Anomaly of the corpus callosum is very frequent in PDH deficient patients but not observed in complex I deficient patients. Patients with complex I deficiency and necrotizing leukoencephalopathy are likely to have mutations in nuclear encoded genes. Diffuse periventricular white matter abnormalities are usually associated with mutations in nuclear genes, including the genes causing mtDNA depletion syndrome.

**Ultimate Definitive Molecular Diagnosis**

The ultimate definitive diagnosis of mitochondrial disorders is by way of identifying the deleterious mutations in the causative genes. Due to the large number of genes and the complex dual genome involvement, definitive diagnosis is difficult. The current recommendation for the diagnostic algorithm of mitochondrial disorders is first screening of common mtDNA point mutations (e.g., MELAS) and large deletions (e.g., KSS) followed by direct sequencing of the specific causative genes for recognizable syndromes. If maternal inheritance pattern is indicated, the whole mitochondrial genome should be sequenced. With the recent development of massive parallel sequencing of the enriched mitochondrial targeting genes, the entire 1500 genes plus the whole mitochondrial genome can be analyzed simultaneously by the next generation sequencing approach.
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